CitroMobile, the place to be for all Citroën(driver)s

CitroMobile has grown to an international show for drivers and admirers of the brand Citroën.
CitroMobile is the best place to be for presentations and information on all Dutch Citroën clubs, a
modern overview of Citroën Nederland. What is more the show is by far the best place to bag a
bargain such as books, miniatures, clothing and parts at more than 160 national and international
stalls.
The organisation of CitroMobile invites you to participate in CitroMobile 2019, on May 4th
and 5th, in the Expo Haarlemmermeer, Nederland.
Make sure you become a participant and fill out the attachment for stall bookings. Stall bookings
can be made until April 1st 2019. We suggest you do not wait too long, previous editions of
CitroMobile showed that space is limited.
CitroMobile will be open for all Citroën drivers and admirers on Saturday May 4th between
10.00 to 18.00 and on Sunday May 5th from 10.00 to 17.00. Stall build up begins on Friday 3th
May from 12.00 to 21.00.
Highly popular with both exhibitors and visitors, CitroMobile has dedicated a newspaper to this
event. Visitors receive this free newspaper at the entrance of the Fair ground. This coming year the
fair newspaper consists of diversity of articles concerning the theme for 2019. It also consists of
information about the Dutch Citroën clubs, a fairground map, list of participants and ads. Content
and graphics make the fair newspaper a collectors item.
You can place an add in our newspaper with all your company’s information and logo, we will
make sure your stall number will be mentioned too and has a reference on the fairground map.
Remember to send us your stall bookings and request for ads soon, but latest 1th April 2019, you
will receive confirmation and detailed information after subscription.

Best regards,
CitroMobile Team

Subscription form CitroMobile 2019
Hereby I confirm to participate on CitroMobile 2019,
4th and 5th May.
Name of the Firm:
Contact person :
Address:
Zip code + Place:
Telephone / Email:
All Prices are in Euro excluding VAT (21%). Please fill in your VAT-number
to free you from dutch VAT .
I choose the following option(s):
1. Table, 4 m long (totally 12 m2)

à Euro 145,50

2. Square meters (min. 9 m2)

à Euro 10,75

m2

3. Electricity 220v 16 amp

à Euro 145

x Anschl €

á Euro 60

x auto

x Tisch

€
€

Including power consumption
4. Carsale outside, pro car

€

We offer you the possibility in our fair newspaper to place an announcement to present your self.
In this announcement you can show your company with its Logo. We will show your stand number
in this announcement according to the fair plan.
5. Size announcement

whole page

17 cm x 23 cm à Euro 400

½ page

15 cm x 11 cm à Euro 200

¼ page

7 cm x 11 cm à Euro 100

Original announcementmaterial has to be digitally be reached in PDF, EPS or TIF
Payements have to be done within 2 weeks after receiving our payrequest, at least 1th April 2019
I agree the terms and conditions:
Place and date:
Signature:
Sending to:

CitroMobile, Hondiusstraat 73, 3602 PH Maarssen NL or citromobile@planet.nl

Citro mobile general terms and conditions:
1. The application of renting space can be done by sending the appropriate form, to which our
terms refer. The Applicant for exhibition space agrees to our general terms and conditions.
2. The allocation of space, the organization carries out on order of receipt of reservations and the classification will be as much as
possible according to the wishes of the participant. If desired space already leased if possible, will be assigned another area.
3. The organizers reserve the right to refuse, without being required to give a reason, an application for rental of space
4. The organization reserves the right due to special circumstances beyond his control (force majeure in the sense of the word like
fire, national disaster, etc.), the exhibition shall not take or find the dates for the exhibition to change without the participants in those
cases whether or not they already are if assigned may not claim against the organizers for any compensation in whatever form may
have arisen.
5a.If in the opinion of the organization, special circumstances occur, the organization cab change the fair dates, or cancel the fair
completely.
5b. Under special circumstances as defined in section 5a. Includes insufficient interest, insufficiently representative samples,
disagreement within the relevant industry and all those circumstances that the balance between the interest in the opinion of the
organization the success of the show in jeopardy.
5c.Under no circumstances can a participant against the organization any right to compensation, anyway, under an act described in
paragraph 5a of these conditions do apply.
6. Does the exhibition not proceed as provided in paragraphs 4. and 5. then the applications and any already given allocations of
space are canceled and will payments made in respect of the exhibition refundable. If amendment to the recorded data will resolve in
the agreement to continue in full force.
7. Exclusivity is not granted, except in special cases which will be judged by the organizers. Whether or not to grant exclusivity will
always be agreed to in writing to the applicant.
8. The organization has the right to make changes to already allocated spaces if they prove necessary for organizational reasons,
without the applicant being entitled to compensation in any form or by any cause which may have arisen.
9. The space rent is to be met within 2 weeks after receipt of the invoice, if failing payment, the organizers can the already granted
the right allocation of space to withdraw without prejudice his claim for full payment of the amount.
10. Sub-letting or transfer of space is not allowed, nor is the donation of free space to third parties unless expressly permitted by the
organization
11. An application cannot be revoked unilaterally by the participant or changed. The organization may submit a request for
cancellation of registration grant, provided that the participant pays a cancellation fee. Which amounts to 0% of the rent, if cancelled
before 1th April 2019. For cancellations after April 1 2019, 50% of the rent due.
12. The use of sound equipment for any purpose whatsoever is permitted subject. Applications will be judged by the organization. It
is not allowed in the hall tickets or other promotional material to make to columns, walls, carrying beams and such. It is not
permitted goods exhibited and / or advertising material outside the rented space and/or in and around the hall to distribute
promotional materials
13. The walls and the floors must be made no nails or holes drilled in it, nor made any arrangements that could be damaged.
14. The renter of space shall be fully responsible for the repair of damage caused by his actions.
15. Demonstrations within the space allowed. Any demonstrations should not be used or other oxygen-containing gas cylinders
16. All entries of participants are on the exhibition at their risk and the organizers are in no way responsible for any damage or loss of
any asset of the participant, irrespective of the event that caused the damage or loss.
17. In case of constructions prior permission of the organization and the service Building and Housing is needed. A well written
approval of the service Building and Housing needs to be provided to the organization. The participant must take into account
additional costs.
18. Before cars, fire-powered engines are inserted in the hall, the fuel tanks and pipes must be emptied and the responsibly closed.
These reservoirs must stay closed while the vehicles are present in the hall. Battery terminals shall be disconnected.
19. The tenant is required to follow instructions from or on behalf of the organization and / or fire department to follow regarding; the
construction, installation and dismantling of the exhibition area.
20. The organization is not responsible for operation of any technical installation or part thereof of the hall. The organization cannot
be held responsible for any damages of any kind whatsoever which may have arisen for the participant.
21. The maximum load on the floor of the hall is l000kg/m2. The maximum allowable wheel load is 2500 kg, or 10.000kg per axle.
22. The hall is available for construction during the given entry times. In order to avoid inconvenience to other participants, the
placement large and / or heavy items in good time.
23. Participant make use of the electrical circuit of the hall (voltage 220/380 volts at 50 Hz), provided that these connections are
made by a qualified installer or at the direction of the organization. Own energy generation through separately installed generators
and the like is not allowed. The booth shall be in compliance with the requirements of the municipal energy companies and will be
inspected before being connected.

24. The participant is responsible and obliged to insure themselves against all damages of any
kind caused by any action or negligence of himself or his staff or third parties caused.
25. In all cases where these conditions do not provide the organization decides. Citro Mobile is a product of Basement BV.

